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1. INTRODUCTION

D.B. Ray and LM. Singer invented zeta-regularized determinants for positive def
inite elliptic pseudo-differential operators (PDOs) of positive orders aeting in the
spaee of smooth seetions of a fini te-dimensional veetor bundle E over a closed fini te
dimensional manifold lvI ([RSl), [RS2]).

Recall that for any such invertible operator A its zeta-funetion, defined for Re s » 0
by the formula

(A{S) = E Ai" = Tr A-" ,
pi}eSpecA
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2 MAXH\'I KONTSEVICH AND SIMEON VISHIK

has a rnerornorphic continuation to C without pole at zero. (Here, the surn includes
the algebraic multiplicities.) A zeta-regularized determinant of Ais, by definition,

"Ve are interested in this paper in multiplicative properties of these determinants,
Le., we want to compute the ratio

F(A, B) := detdAB)j(det,(A)det,(B)) (1.1 )

"Ve call it the multiplicative anomaly. In general, it is not equal to 1. For example
for A = ß + Id and B = ß + 2 Id 1 where ß is the Laplacian acting on functions on
an even-dimensional Riemannian manifold, F(A, B) is defined and it is almost never
equal to 1.

The determinant detc(A) is defined for an invertible elliptic PDO A, ord A > 0,
admitting a spectral cut. Such a cut exists, if A satisfies the Agmon-Nirenberg
condition formulated as follows (for closed M). There exists a closed conical sector
V = {'\: Bt ::; arg A ::; B2 }, 01 < 02l in the spectral plane C such that all eigenvalues
of the principal symbol O"d(A)(x,~) da not belang to V for any (x,~) E T* M \ M. If
such a condition is satisfied for A, then in V there is no more than a finite number
of eigenvalues of A including their algebraic multiplicities.

Note that this condition on O"d(A)(x,~) cannot be satisfied for any d = ord A E C\IR.
because for any such d the curve IR+ :3 t --+ td E CX crosses all the rays Lo infinitely
many times. Note also that the Agmon-Nirenberg condition is formulated in terms
of the principal symbol of A. So it is a micro-Iocal condition, and it can be checked
effectively. It provides us with an information about the spectrum of A which we
cannot compute in general.

Let us pick a cut Lo = {'\: arg A = O}, 01 < 0 < O2 , such that Spec A n Lo = 0,
and define a zeta-function (A,O(S) of A corresponding to this cut. Namely we define
A(ö) for Re s E IR+ large enough by

(1.2)

where f(o) is a contour f t,o(p )uro,o(p)ur2,o(p), r 1,0(P): = {,\ = x exp(iB),~ > x ~ p},
fo,o(p): = {,\ =pexp(i<p), 0~ <p ~ 0-27r}, f 2 ,e(p): = {,\ = x exp i(0-27r), p:::; X < ~},
and p is a positive number such that all the eigenvalues in Spec(A) are outside of

the disk Dp := {'\: 1,\1 :::; p}. Hefe, A("O; := exp (-s log(o)'\) with a branch log(o) '\,

() ~ Im log(o)'\ ~ 0 - 2rr. Then a family A~) for any s is defined as AkA~\ß+k) for

k E Z+ large enough (and depending on Re s). This definition of A~; is independent
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of k. Then (A,e(s) is defined as Tr (A(8)) for Res large enough. 1 This zeta-function
has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex plane and it is regular at s = O.
This zeta-function depends on an admissible cut Lo. Nevertheless the eorresponding
determinant is independent of such a cut for Le C V. The reason is that if the
number m, m E Z+ U 0, of eigenvalues of A in the sector between Le and Lois finite,
then

o:J ((A.e(s) - (A,Ö(S)) 1:J=0 = ±27Tim .

Note that in general det((A) depends on the homotopy dass of an admissible
spectral seetor V in the Agmon-Nirenberg eondition for A.

The rest of the paper is devoted to the study of properties of the multiplicative
anomaly and related algebraic and geometrie objects. Using Fredholm determinants
we introduce a eentral CX -extension G of the group G of elliptie symbols and a
partially defined seetion da of it. All properties of multiplicative anomaly are encoded
in these objects.

One of our results is an extension of the notion of the zeta-regularized determinant
to a larger dass of operators (induding operators of nonreal orders). The modified
definition of det( A) does not use the existence of any holomorphic family A -:J for a
given A and does not use any analytic continuations. The main tool is a new trace
dass functional TR defined for classic21 PDOs of noninteger orders. We diseovered
a simple Lie-algebraic description of G and of da in a neighborhood of the identity
Id E G purely in terms of symbols. There is an interesting interplay between invariant
quadratic forms and 2-coeydes on Lie algebras. We also deseribe an analogue of the
determinant Lie group G for a certain natural dass of PDOs on odd-dimensional
manifolds. We prove, in particular, that for positive self-adjoint elliptic differential
operators on such manifolds the multiplicative property holds.

This paper is essentially a compressed version of our previous paper [KV]. The
aim of the current paper is to give a short and clear exposition of our present under
standing of the subject. In eomparison with [KV] we change the general structure of
the text and present some new proofs. Here we drop minor details of the proofs but
try to give main ideas. Our notaitions differ a little from the notations of [KV].

1.1. Formula für multiplicative anomaly. Let A and B be invertible elliptic
PDOs of real nonzero orders a and ß such that a + ß =f:. 0 and such that their
principal symbols O"a(A), O"ß(B), and O"a+ß(AB) obey the Agmon-Nirenberg condition
(with appropriate spectral cuts). Let At be a smooth deformation of the elliptic PDO
A = Ao such that ord At =ord A. Hence At and AtB satisfy the Agmon-Nirenberg
condition for small t. The complex powers of At, B, and of AtB are defined for such

1The trace Tr ( A(8)) fer Re (s ord A) > dirn M is equal to the sum L A~(8) (including algebraic

multiplicities) as it follows from the Lidskii Theorem [Li], [Re], XI.
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t by (1.2) with appropriate spectral cuts. Thus the determinants of these operators
are defined.

Proposition 1.1. Under the conditions above, the variation formu/a for the multi
plicative anoma/y (1.1) holds (for small t)

%t log F(A" B) = - res (a (%t At . A~l) .aCo~~ßB) - lo~A) ). (1.3)

This formula is proved in [KV], Section 2.
The logarithms in (1.3) are defined as the derivatives at s = 0 of complex powers

(AtB)$ and B$. Note that log (AtB) / (a +ß) - log AIa E C LO (i.e., it is a elassical
PDO of order zero).

Ta remind, the noncommutative residue of a elassical PDO-symbol a of an integer
order is equal to the integral over 1\1, dirn 1\1 = n, of a density defined by

resx(a):= f tr (a_n(X,~))d/~ . (1.4)
JS;M

This density on 1v[ is independent of a choke of local coordinates on M. The integral
(1.4) is taken over the unit sphere S;N[ = {~ E T; Al: 1(1 = I}.

Remark 1.1. Using formula (1.3) one can obtain an explicit local expression in terms
of symbols for the multiplicative anomaly (1.1) if A and Bare sufficiently elose to
positive definite self-adjoint PDOs. Namely, in this case, one can connect A with
Al := BOIIß by a smooth path in the space of elliptic PDOs of order a admitting a
spectral cut elose to IR_ C C.

Remark 1.2. A formula for F(A, B) for commuting self-adjoint positive elliptic DOs
was obtained by M. Wodzicki, see [Kas). For noncommuting positive self-adjoint
elliptic PDOs a variation formula for F(A, B) in a form different from (1.3) was
obtained by L. Friedlander, [Fr].

2. DETERMINANT LIE GROUP

From now on all elliptic PDOs are supposed to be invertible. Let A, B, and AB
admit spectral cuts and let their orders be nonzero real numbers. Then the multiplica
tive anomaly F(A, B) depends on symbols o-(A) and o-(B) onIy (for fixed admissible
spectral cuts). This statement is an immediate consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Por an elliptic operator A, ord A E IR x, admitting a spectral cut Lu
and for any invertib/e operator Q of the form Q = Id +5', where the Schwartz kerne/
of S is COO on 1\1 X 1"[ (i.e., S is smoothing)J the equa/ity ho/ds

(2.1 )
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Here, det( for A, AQ are taken with respect to any admissible spectral cuts elose
to Le. The Fredholm determinant detFr is defined by

(2.2)

This series is absolutely convergent for any trace dass operator S. (Smoothing oper
ators are of trace elass.) Formula (2.2) is valid in a finite-dimensional case also.

The proof of (2.1) is based on applying a variation formula for an arbitrary smooth
I-parameter family At of elliptic PDOs with a (At) = a(A), Ao = A, Al = AQ.

The multip'licative anomaly F(A, B) possesses a cocyele condition

F(A, BC)F(B, C) = F(A, B)F(AB, C)

(for any fixed spectral cuts for A, B, C, AB, BG, ABG). We consider F(A, B) as
a "partially defined and multi-valued 2-cocyc1e" with the values in CX on the group
SEIl = G of elliptic symbols of index zero. However, we can directly construct the
corresponding central C X -extension Gof G. (Hence we do not work with a formalism
of partially defined cocycles.) The determinant Lie group Gis defined by formula

G= C(M, E) := EIl x I H{l), (2.3)

(2.4)

where H{l) is the normal subgroup of the group EIl x of invertible elliptic PDOs of
all complex orders,

H(l) = {Q = Id +S, S are smoothing, detFrQ = I} .

N~te that the group G of elliptic symbols takes the analogous form,

G = EIlx IH, H= {Q = Id+S, detFrQ =f O}.

There is a natural exact sequence

I ---+ CX -+ G-+ G ---+ I
j p

(2.5)

Here, the identification HI H(l)~ C X is given by the Fredholm determinant (2.2).

For any A, BEEIlx we have

ddA)dl(B) = dl(AB) ,

where dl : EIV ---+ G is the natural projection. For a symbol a E G, ord a = Q' E IR x,

such that the principal symbol aer satisfies the Agmon-Nirenberg condition with a
sector V, we define a canonical element do( a) E C, p (do(a)) = a, by

(2.6)

Here, A E Ellx is an arbitrary invertible elliptic PDO with the symbol a, detdA) is
taken with respect to V. Note that j ((detdA))-I) belongs to the central subgroup
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C X in G. The independence do(a) of A (with O"(A) = a) follows immediately from
(2.1) .

Thus the multiplicative anomaly is enclosed in the central CX -extension Gof G
with its partially defined multi-valued section do (over elliptic symbols of orders from
IR. x c C). Tndeed,

j (F (A, B)) = do(0" ( A))do(0" ( B) )do(0" ( AB) )- 1 .

Later on we use Lie algebras e[[( M, E), 9 = Slog(1\1, E), 9, 1), 1)(1) of all the Lie
groups from above. The Lie algebra e[[( M, E) of the group Eil x consists of logarithms
of invertible elliptic POOs and any element i E e[[( N!, E) takes the form (q/2) log(~+
Id)+B, where q E C and B E C LO. (Here, ~ is the Laplacian for a Riemannian metric
on lvI and a unitary connection on E.) The Lie algebra 9 consists of the symbols
of elements from e([( 1\1, E). These symbols are not classical. In local coordinates on
M such a symbol takes the form q log l~l . Td +b, where q E C and b is a zero order
symbol.

Elements I of 9 are generators of one-parameter subgroups exp(si) of SEll =
G; (8" exp( si)) exp( -si) = l in g. Analogously, there are exponential maps from
e[[(M, E), 9, Q, 1), and 1)(1) to Ellx

, G, C, H, and H(l).

Remark 2.1. The extension by log ~ (not by log I~l) of the Lie algebra of scalar Loran
POO-symbols of integer orders in the case of M = SI was considered in [KrKh]. The
authors of this paper also formally constructed a central extension of the Lie algebra
of such logarithmie symbols with the help of the Adler-Manin-Lebedev residue. This
cocycle is analogous to one appearing on the right in formula (6.4), with x = log~. A
multi-dimensional analog of this extension was considered in [R]. A eonnection of a
formal Lie algebraic construetion of such a type with determinants of elliptic POOs
investigated in [KV) and here (Section 6), is a new fact.

3. NEW TRACE TYPE FUNCTIONAL

Let A E C Labe a dass ieal PD0 of a noninteger order 0' E C \ Z aeting on seetions
of a vector bundle E on 1\1, dirn 1\1 = n. We introduce a canonical density t(A) on
111 with the values in End( E) as follows. It is defined in any loeal coordinate chart
U on M together with a trivialization of E over U. The density iu(A) is given by
the restrietion to the diagonal U Y U x U of the difference

N

A(x, y) - L !(-n-o+i(x, y - x)
j=O

(3.1 )

of the Sehwartz kernel A(x, y) of A (restrieted to U x U) and the Fourier transforms
of the first lV + 1, N » 1, homogeneous terms ao , ao-l, ... , aQ-N of the symbol
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a = a(A) with respect to given coordinates in U. Namely

7

This distribution is positive homogeneous in y - x E IR" of order -n - Q' + j for
Q' ~ 7l.

Note that any positive homogeneous distribution from V' (IR" \ 0) of order ß ~

{m E 7l, m ::; -n} has a unique prolongation to a positive homogeneous distribution
from TY (IR") (see [Hö], Theorem 3.2.3). Hence, if we restriet J(_"_o+j(x, Y - x) to
Y f. x, we'll not lose any information.

Lemma 3.1. The difference (3.1) is a continuous on U x U function fOT N [arge
enough. Henee its restrietion tu(A) to the diagonal U makes sense.

Lemma 3.2. The densily tu(A) with the values in End E is independent 01large LV,
0/ loeal coordinates on M, and 0/ a loeal trivialization of E.

The statement of Lemma 3.1 follows directly from the structure of singularities
of PDO-kernels. The independence tu(A) of the change N by N + 1 (if N is large
enough) follows from the positive homogeneity of J(-n-o+N+dx,y - x) in y - x and
from the fact Re(-n - Q' + N + 1) > O. The invariance of tu( A) under changes of
local coordinates and of trivializations follow from the Taylor's formula, from the
non-integrality of Q', and from ordinary properties of derivatives of homogeneous
functions.

Theorem 3.1. The linear functional

TR(A) = 1M trt(A)

on classical PDOs 0/ orders from Q'o +Z, 0'0 E C \ 7l, in the ease of a closed M has
the following properties.

1. lt eoineides with the usual trace Tr A in L2 (AI, E) for Re ord A < -n.
2. It is a traee type /unetional, i. e., TR( [B, C]) = 0 for ord B + ord C E Q'o + Z.
3. For any holomorphie family A(z) of classieal PDOs on M, z E U C C,

ord A( z) = Z J the funetion TR( A(z)) is meromorphie wilh no more than simple poles
at z = m E U n Z and wilh residues

Resz:::;m TR(A(z)) = - res a(A(m)) . (3.2)

(Here, res is the noncommutative residue of the symbol of A(m), mEZ, [Woll,
[KasL [Wo2].)
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The part 2. follows from the parts 1. and 3. applied to arbitrary holomorphic
families B(z), C(z), z E U, such that B(O) = B, C(O) = C, and B(z), C(z) are
of trace dass in some subdomain U1 C U (i.e., ReordB(z),ReordC{z) < -n for
z E U1 ).

In the part 3., (3.2), we use that the singularities of densities t( A(z)) are the same
as of the restriction to the diagonal of the integral

N

L J(p(I~I) - 1)f~lz-j az-j(z, x, ~/I~I) exp(i(x - y, ~))d~ . (3.3)
j=O

Here, p(l~I) is a smooth cutting function, p(I~1) = 1 for I~I » 1, p(I~I) = 0 for I~l « 1.
The integral (3.3) for x = y has an explicit analytic continuation produced with the
help of the the equality J01x'\dx = l/(A + 1), Re A> -1.

Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 implies that res({b, c]) = 0 for ord b+ord c E Z (i.e., res is a
trace type functional). This assertion is weIl known, [Kas], [vVo2], hut its usual proof
is not so elementary because it uses the spectral interpretation of the noncommutative
residue.

4. ApPLICATIONS TO ZETA-FUNCTIONS

The trace type functional TR introduced in the previous seetion gives us a tool
to define zeta-functions for one-parameter suhgroups of EH x denerated hy elements
x E e([( M, E) with ord(exp x) f:. O. From now on we denote ord(exp x) by ord x for
any x E ((((1\1, E). We define

(;R(.s) := TRexp( -sx)

for S ord x ~ Z. By Theorem 3.1 we condude the following.

Proposition 4.1. 1. The zeta-function (;R(s) is a meromorphic function on C 3 s
with at most simple poles at Sk = k/ ord x, k E Z, k :s; n := dimM. This function is
regular at s = 0 by (3.2).

2. The residue of (!R( s) at Sk is

Re"="k (;R(s) = res a (exp (-SkX)) / ord x

3. Let ord x E IR. x and let exp x possess a speetral cut Lo such that the log exp x
defined with respect to Lo is equal to x. Then we haue

(;R(s) = (expx,O(s) ,

i. e., in this case, (.JR( s) coincides with the classical zeta-junction.

Note that the functional TR gives us a tool to define zeta-functions without an
analytic continuation. For example, our definition has an immediate consequence,
which is out of reach of previous methods.
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Corollary 4.1. Let A" and B" be two h%morphic Jamilies of complex powers such
that A"o = Bto and let ord A· So 1:. Z. Then

where zeta-functions are defined by the meromorphic continuation from the domains
0/ convergence. .

Theorem 3.1 provides us with a general information on the structure of derivatives
of zeta-functions at zero.

Theorem 4.1. There are homogeneous polynomials Tk+1(x) of order k + 1 > 1 zn
x E eH( M, E) such that

These polynomials are invariant with respect to the adjoini action o/Ell x on tH(M,E).
The restriciion 0/ Tk+l(x) to the Lie ideal (0/ codimension one) C LO = {x: ord x =
O} is

(-1 )k+l
Tk+l(X)! = (k ) res (a(x)k+l) I .

ord x=O + 1 ord x=O
(4.1)

The statement 3. of Theorem 3.1 applied to a holomorphic family exp(sx + b),
ord x = 1, b E CL0

, near S = 0 implies that the function ord x . TR exp(x) is
holomorphic at ord x = 0 (on eH 3 x). The polynomials Tk(x) are (up to standard
factors) the Taylor coefficients of this function at x = o.

Corollary 4.2. The function log det(exp x) is the ratio - T2 ( x) / ord x 0/ a quadratic
/unction and a linear /unetion. Eut it is not a linear function (by (4.1)). There is
no /in ear fu nction "Tr" on e(( such th at "Tr" log A = log det (A ) .

A statement analogons to Proposition 4.1 holds also for a generalized zeta-function
TR (BI Art . .. BkAtlc

) =: (Aj),(Bj) (SI, ... ,Sk)' Here, Aji are holomorphic families of
powers of elliptic PDOs A j (not all of Cij := ord Aj are eqnal to zero), Sj E C, and
Bj are classical PDOs of orders ßj.

Proposition 4.2. The zeta-/unction (Aj ),(Bj) (SI, ... ,Sk) is meromorphic in s :=

(s 1, ... , Sk) E Ck wilh at most simple poles on the hyperplanes z(s) :=Lj (ßj +S j 0:j) =
mEZ J m 2: -n. fis residue is equal to - res a (BI A~I ... BkA~Ic) IZ(8)=m and thus it
is computable in terms 0/ symbols 0/ B j and 0/ log Aj.
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5. CANONICAL DETERMINANT

In this section we return to the determinant Lie group G. Above we have con
structed, (2.6), the multi-valued section da of the eX-bundle G -+ G. Here we
extend da to its maximal natural domain of definition and introduce (with the help
of extended da) the canonical determinant of elliptic PDOs.

Let a E G := SEll be an elliptic symbol of a nonzero order and let a = exp x for
some x E g = Slog' Pick any b E (({(iW, E) such that its symbola(b) is x. Then we
define da(a, x) as

(5.1 )

Lemma 5.1. The element da(a, x) is independent 01 b E t({( M, E) with a(b) = x.

This lemma together with its proof is analogous to Lemma 2.1.

Remark 5.1. The element da(a, x), (5.1), depends on XESlog only, because a = exp x.
Also da(a, x) is analytic in x, ord x =1= O. Elements da(a, x) for ord a E C X form the
image under the exponential map of a CX -cone in the Lie algebra g. In the next
section we prove that this cone is a quadratic one and give an explicit description of
it in terms of symbols.

Lemma 5.2. For a J ord a E IR x J possessin9 a speetral cut Lo and sueh th at th e
logarithm 01 a (with respect to Lo) is equal to X J the definitions (5.1) and (2.6)
eoincide.

Definition. Let A E Ell x be of any nonzero complex order. Let its symbol a := a(A)
have a logarithm XESlog' Then the eanonieal deterrninant of A is defined as

(5.2)

(Here, j: CX y 9 is the natual inclusion of the central subgroup from (2.5).)

Remark 5.2. This definition does not use any family A"' of complex powers of A. It
uses families of powers exp(sb) = (exp(b))" of b with a(b) = 10ga(A) constructed
elementary by any such b. The necessity of such a construction with powers of
other operators follows from the fact that the existence of a logarithm of a generic
invertible elliptic PDO cannot be described in terms of his symbol. Also the image
of the exponential map exp: Slog -+ SEll = G has much more simple structure than
the image of exp: t({ -+ Ell x

. (See more detailed discussion of this problem in [KV],
Remarks 6.3, 6.4, 6.8, 6.9.) In (5.2) we use only the existence of log a( A).
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5.1. Microlocal Agmon-Nirenberg condition. Here we introduee a sufficient
eondition of the existence of log a(A) generalizing the Agmon-Nirenberg condition.
Let ao(x,~) be the prineipal elliptie symbol of A, a = ord A E C X

• Let B :=
B(x,~): T* M \ M -+ IR be a continuous map sueh that Lo(x,f,) n Spec aa(x,~) = 0 for
all (x,~) E T* NI \ lvI.

Lemma 5.3 . Under this condition, log' a (A ) exists. It is explicitly defined by the
/ormula analogous to (1.2) on the level of complete symbols. Namely log(o) a(A)(x,~)

is the derivative at s = 0 of the-family 0/ symbols a(A)O. Here, a(A)ö~ is defined for
Re s > 0 by the integral

-2~ f (a(A) - A)-1 (x, ~)A~(x,f,))dA , (5.3)
1r JrO(.r,()

and (a(A) - A)-1 is an inverse element in the algebra 01 symbols (with a parameter A
0/ homogeneity degree a). For -k < Re s ::; 0, k E Z+, a(A)ö" := a(A)k. a(A)ö"-k.

Remark 5.3. The definition (5.3) of a(A)8 is invariant under homotopies of a field
B(x,~) of admissible for aa cuts. By the homotopy equivalence S* M rv T* M \ M and
positive homogeneity of ao(x,~) it is enough to define B only over any global smooth
section of the IR~-bundleT* M \ M -+ S*M. The existenee of a field of admissible for
ao(x,~) cuts is in a sense nonsensitive to an order Q E CX. It is applieable to elliptic
symbols of eomplex orders.

Remark 5.4. The mierolocal Agmon-Nirenberg eondition of Lemma 5.3 is a rather
weak restrietion on a(A). Nevertheless there are simple topological obstruetions to
the existence of log a(A). For instanee, for any (M, E) with dirn Iv! 2:: 2, rk E 2: 2,
there are nonempty open subsets in Eil X (M, E) admitting no eontinuous logarithms
of prineipal elliptie symbols. For example, let the principal symbol ao(x,~) have at

(xo, ~o) a Jordan block (~ 1). Let the corresponding to >. eigenvalues over a closed

curve SI -+ S* M be Ai(cp), Ai (CPo) = A, i = 1,2, and let the winding numbers of
Ai(cp) be +m, -m, where mEZ \ O. Then there is no eontinuous log aa(x, ~). This
condition is an open condition on a prineipal symbol.

6. DETERMINANT LIE ALGEBRA AND QUADRATIC CONE

\Ve know by Theorem 4.1 that the first derivative of the zeta-function at zero is
given by

a~(:;R(s) I~=o = Tz(x) / ord x .

Here, Tz is a quadratic form on e[l(i\I, E) 3 x. The assoeiated symmetrie bilinear
form B on e[[,

B(x, y) := Tz(x + y) - Tz(x) - Tz(y) ,

has the following properties.
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Lemma 6.1. 1. B(x, y) is invariant under the adjoint action,

B([x, z], y) +B(x, (V, z]) = 0

for x~ y, z E ([(.

2. For y E ~ C eH we haue

B( x, y) = - Tr y . ord x

(operator y E ~ is smoothing and hence is of trace class.)
9. For X, y E GLa C e[[ we haue

B (x, y) = (er (x ), er(y ))res := res (er (x )er(y ))

The properties 1. and 3. of B(x ,y) follow immediately from Theorem 4.1, (4.1).
The property 2. is a eonsequenee of the equality

0, (0. (;,R(s) 1.=0) = - Tr (fa' ds . A<!.xp(.x.) o,x,) = - Tr (o,x,) . (6.1Y

Here, Xt := x + ty, ord x i O. (In (6.1) we use that 8txt = Y is a smoothing operator.)
The property 2. implies that ~(1) C Ker B. Henee B induees an invariant symmet

rie bilinear form on 9 := e[[/~(l). We denote this form by the same letter B.

Proposition 6.1. 1. For any x E g = Blag, ord X i 0, there exists a unique X E 9
such that px = x (p: 9 ---+ 9 is the natural projection) and sueh that B (x, x) = 0 (i.e' J

x is an isotropie vector).
2. The element da(expx, x) defined by (5.1) (forordx i 0) is giuen by

do(expx, x) = exp(x) .

The part 1. follows from the eondition ord x i 0 beeauseB(x, j (1)) = - ord x (see
Lemma 6.1, 2.). Here, 1 E ~/~(l) =:: C is represented by any smoothing operator with
the traee equal to 1 and j: ~/~,(1) y 9 is the natural inclusion.

The part 2. follows from the equality

TRB(X,X)
8~(b (s)l~;;;;o = = 0

20rd x

for any b E eH such that x = b ( fiod ~(1)) in 9= d[/~(1).

Now we describe a general algebraic construction which in our case gives the de
scription of the determinant Lie algebra 9 (and of the bilinear form B on g) in terms
of symbols.
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Let us consider a central extension

Ü-tC-+g-+g-tO
j p

13

(6.2)

of an abstract Lie algebra g with an invariant symmetrie bi linear form B on g such
that B(j(l),j(l)) = 0 and B(j(l),x) ~ 0 (i.e., Imj ct. KerB). We associate with
(6.2) an exact sequence of Lie algebras .

o-+ go -+ g -+ C -+ °.
r q

(6.3)

Here, qx := - B (j(I), xd, x E g, for any Xl E p-I (x), and go := Ker q is a
codimension one Lie ideal in g. The form B on ginduces asymmetrie bilinear form
Ba on go. Namely, Bo(x,y) := B (Xt,yd for any Xl E p-l(r(x)), YI E p-l(r(y)). The
form Ba is invariant under the adjoint action of 9 on go.

In our concrete situation !Ja is C La, !J is Slog, q(x) = ord x, r is the natural inclusion,
and Bo(x, y) = (x, Y)res.

Theorem 6.1. The exaet sequenee (6.2) and the symmetrie bilinear form B on g
can be canonically reconstructed from (6.3) and from the form Ba on 90'

Proof. 1. Suppose we have both sequences, (6.2) and (6.3), related one with another
as described above. Then for any x E g with q(x) = 1 we have a unique x E g,
B(x, x) = 0, p(x) = x. The hyperplane {y E g : B(x, y) = O} C g defines the
splitting of (6.2) (as of the exact sequence of vector spaces) 11;: g y. g. One can
check that the Lie bracket and the form B on g~ 11;(g) EB j(C) are as folIows.

[II; (r (ad + tIX) +j (cd, II; (r (a2) + t2x) +j (C2)] =

= fI; ([r (at} + ttX, r (a2) + t2x]) - j (Ba (r- l [x, r (at}], a2))' (6.4)

B (II; (r (ad + tlX) + j (cd, fI; (r (a2) + t2x) +j (C2)) =

= BO(al,a2)-clt2-c2tt . (6.5)

Here we use the parametrization II;(r(a) + tx) + j(c), a E !Ja, t, cE C, of g (and the
parametrization r(a) + tx of g).

Let we have two elements x, x' in g such that q( x) = q( x') = 1. Then we have

(II; - 11;1) (y) = Ba (r- l (y - q(y)(x + x') /2), r- l (x - x')) . j (1). (6.6)

? Formulas (6.4), (6.5) can be interpreted as a construction of the extension (6.2)
and of the symmetrie bilinear form B on Qin terms of (6.3) and Ba. This construction
of (g, B) ~ (Qr, Er) depends on a choice of x E q-l (1). Formula (6.6) provides us
with an associative system of identifications of these Lie algebras Qx (together with
the bilinear forms Ex on them) for different x. 0
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Conclusions. 1. vVe obtain a description (6.4)-(6.6) of the determinant Lie algebra
9in terms of 9 = Blog , i.e., in terms of symbols (without using Fredholm determinants
and so on). Namely, 9 is generated by symbols IIxY for x E q-l(l) C g, y E g, and
by j(c), c E C. Symbols IIxY are linear in y, and j(c) = cj(l). The relations between
these symbols are given by (6.4), (6.6), where fI; is replaced by fIx and where y is
represented by r(a) + tx. Formula (6.5) ·defines an invariant bilinear form on g.

2. Let A be an elliptic PDO, ord A f. 0, with a given log a(A) =: x E Blog = g.
Then we have an explicit formula for 10gdo(a(A), x) in g. Namely

Remark 6.1. The central extension 9 is not a trivial extension of the topological Lie
algebra g. This fact can be proved with the help of the Atiyah-Singer Index theorem
for families of elliptic PDOs. See Lemma 6.8 in [KV].

6.1. Singularities of determinants. Let A(z) be a holomorphic family of invert
ible elliptic PDOs, z E U C C. Let for a one-connected subdomain UI C UI C U a
family log a( A(z)), z E UI , be defined (e.g., using microlocal fields of spectral cuts as
in Section 5.1 depending on z). We are interested in analytic behaviour of det(A(z))
near aUto Using previoua constructions we can find a function f(z) from U1 3 z to
CX , such that
1. f( z) ia defined by log a(A( z)),
2. det (A( z), log a(A(z))) / J( z) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of U1 in U.

Construction of J(z). Fix a logarithmic symbol x E Blog of order 1. It determines a
splitting of the determinant Lie algebra 9via the map II;. (See Proof of Theorem 6.1.)
So it defines a right invariant holomorphic connection on the C X -bundle G~ G. Let

p

d2 (z) be a Rat section ofthe pullback under the map z -+ a(A(z)) ofthis determinant
bundle p on a neighborhood of U1• Set j(z) := d2 (z)/do(a(A(z)),loga(A(z))), z E
U1 •

Proposition 6.2. det (A(z), 10ga(A(z)))/j(z) has a h%morphie extension to a neigh
borhood oj Ut •

This assertion is clear because

det(A(z), loga(A(z)))/ j(z) = dt (A(z))/d2 (z) ,

and the both factors on the right are holomorphic in a neighborhood of U1 .
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7. DOD-OIMENSIONAL CASE

15

(7.1 )

The algebra of dassical elliptic PDOs contain an invariantly defincd subalgebra of
odd dass operators.
Definition. Let {Ui } be a cover of lVI by coordinate charts and let Elu; be trivialized.
Then A E eLd, dEZ, is an odd class PDO ifits sYlnbol a(A) obeys on any Ui the
following condition

Here, ak(A), k :::; d, are positive homogeneous in ~ components of a(A) in charts
Ui. This condition is independent of a. choice of Iocal coordinates (near x E N!) and
of a trivialization of E. It follows from the transformation formula for PDO-sYlnbols
under changing of space coordinates.

We denote by e Lr-1) the linear space of odd dass PDOs, and by eSF-I) the space

of their symbols. By Ell[_l) we denote the group of odd dass invertible elliptic PDOs

anel by SEll(_I) the group of their sYlnbols. Ell[_t) and SEll(_I) are groups by the
following Len1ma.

Lemnla 7.1. 1. Differential operators (DOs) are contained in eLf-I)'
2. Smoothing operatol's al'e contained in eLf-I)'
3. eLf-I) is a s'llbalgebra 0/ C LZ.

4. 1/ A E EHr-I) is an invertible elliptic PDO, then A-1 E Ellr-l)'

Proposition 7.1. Let a E SEll(~I)' k E Z, be an elliptic symbol adlnitting a microlo
cal fielel 0 of spectral cuts (Seclion 5.1), which is projective, i.e., O(x,~) = O(x, -~)
for ~ =I- O. Then we have

1. a~t)k E SEH(_I) for k # O.

2. alo) belongs to SEllf-1) J01' k = O.

3. log(o) a belongs to C 8(_1) Jor k = O.

Lemnla 7.2. We have exp a E SEIl,-1) /01' a E CS(_I)'

Proposition 7.2. Let elliptic sYlnbols al E SEll(~\) and a2 E SEll(~JI)' k j E Z \ 0,
adlnit projective Jields 01 speetral cuts O. and O2 . Then

log(B1 ) al log(B2 ) a2 0
k

1
- k

2
E C8(_I)
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(7.3)

For a and () as in Proposition 7.1 we denote by a"U),2b_j(X, ~), j E Z+ U 0, the
homogeneous components of alo)' Then assertions of Propositions 7.1 and 7.2 follow
from the equalities

a(B),2b_j(X,~) = (-I)ja(9),2b_j(x, -~) , (7.2)

afo) = Id .

The equality (7.2) is a direct consequence of the integral representation (5.3) for alB)

and of explicit formulas for the symbol (a - ..\)-1 (with deg..\ = ord a).
From now on we suppose that NI is ocid-dimensional.

Lemma 7.3. FOT A E CLf-l) we have

res er(A) = 0

This formula follows immediately from the definition of res because er-n(A)(x,~)

is odd in ~, n := dirn M.
Now we have tools for investigation of the multiplicative anomaly in the odd dass.

Let A and B be odd dass invertible elliptic PDOs of nonzero even orders, ord A +
ord B f:. 0, such that the symbols of A, B, and of AB adrnit projective fields of
spectral cuts B11 82 , 83 • The multiplicative anomaly is defined (in this case) as

det (AB, log(03) er(AB))
F (A, B) := ---:---~----:---~~----:._-~

det (A, log(ol) er( A)) det (B, log(92) er( B))
Theorem 7.1. 1. F(A, B) is Locally constant in A J B (fo'r given admissibLe 8j ).

2. For the principaL symbols of A and B sufficientLy dose to positive definite self
adjoint ones and for fields 8j dose io 1r we haue

F(A, B) = 1 . (7.4)

The multiplicative property (7.4) for zeta-regularized determinants of positive self
adjoint deifferential operators on dosed odd-dimensional manifolds is a new one.

Our proof of Theorem 7.1 is based on a general variation formula analogons to
(1.3) (valid without assumptions that A, Bare of odd dass and that dirn M is add)

~ 10 F (At, B) = _ (er (~At .A~I) , log(03) er(AB) _ 10g(Od er(A)) .
Bt g Bi ord A + ord Bord A res

Accarding to Proposition 7.2 and to Lemmas 7.1, 7.3 the fight hand side is equal
to zero.
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The multiplicative property (7.4) provides us with a possibility to define det(A)
for any invertible elliptic A [rom Ell'(_1) elose to positive definite self-adjoint ones.
Namely, define det A as

det(A) := det,(AB)/cletdB) (7.5)

for an arbitrary positive self-adjoint invertible B E Ell(~1)' k > O. Here, spectral cuts
are elose to IR_. Indepenclence of the expression on the right in (7.5) of B follows
from the equality (7.4).

Lemma 7.4. For an elliptic DO A of zero order (i.e., for A E Aut E) sufficiently
elose to positive definite ones) its determinant (7.5) is equal to 1.

This statement can be proved by the remark that the map

q: End E 3 f -t a~ log det(exp(sf))I~=o E C

is a homomorphism of Lie algebras. Here, det is defined by (7.5). The map q is
invariant under the adjoint action of the group Diff(M, E) of diffeomorphisms of
the total space of E which are linear maps between fibers. It is clear that the only
Diff( M, E)-invariant continuous linear functional on End( E) is q = O.

7.1. Determinant Lie group for odd class operators. We define the Lie groups

G(-I) := EH(_I) / H = SEll(_I), G(_I):= Ell(_I) / H(1) ,

analogous to (2.4), (2.3). T",Ve call G(_I) the determinant Lie group for the odd class.
(To remind, M is a closed odd-dimensional manifold.)

By Proposition 7.1 the Lie algebra 9(-1) of G(_I) is CSf_I)' The group 0(-1) is a
central C X -extension of G(-I) by analogy with (2.5). Here again, the identification
CX = H / H(I) is defined by detFr'

Proposition 7.3. The Lie algebra Q(_I) o/G(-1) is canonically splitted into the direet
sum of the Lie algebras

Q(-l) = C EB 9(-1) . (7.6)

This splitting is invariant milh respect to the adjoint action of [;(-1) on 9(-1)'

For the splitting (7.6) we can use any elliptic symbol a E SEll(~I)' k E Z \ 0,
admitting a projective microlocal field of spectral cuts 8. Set x := (1/2k) log(8) a E 9·
We embed 9(-1) into 9(-1) by the map 11;. (See Proof of Theorem 6.1.) T",Ve claim:
1. IIx is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
2. II; is independent of a, O.

The first assertion follows [rom Lemma 7.1, 3, Lemma 7.3, and [rom formula (6.4).
The second assertion is a consequence of (6.6) and (7.1).
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The splitting (7.6) defines a bi-invariant Hat connection \7 on the CX -bundle

G(-l) --+ G(-l)'
p

Proposition 7.4. The image of the monodromy map for V,

Nlonv : /Tl (0(-1), Id) --+ CX
,

is a finite cyc/ic group consisting 01 roots of unity 01 order 2m
, where °::; m ::; [n/2]2}

n := dirn 1\1.

The origin of Proposition 7.4 lies in the K-theory. Namely, we can take the direct
surn of E with another vector bundle EI such that E EB EI is a trivial vector bundle
on M.

The group G(-l) (corresponding to zero order operators) for the trivial1V-dirnensio
nal bundle IN on M is homotopy equivalent to the space of continuous maps

P" M --+ GL(N, C) '" U(N) ,

where P'" M ;= S'" A1/{±1}. By the Bott periodicity the fundamental group of the
space Map(P" M, U(lV)) stabilizes in the limit N --+ +00 to ](O(P" M).

Lemma 7.5. The monodromy Monv is trivial for loops exp(2/Tita(p))J °::; t ::; IJ in
G(-I)J where p is a projector in End EJ p2 = P (considered as a zero order differential
operator).

The proof of Lemma 7.5 is based on analytic facts proved below in this Section.
(See Remark 7.3.)

Hence Monv is defined by a homomorphism

(7.7)

/T: P" M --+ 1\1 is the natural projection map.
The orders of elements of the group I(O(P'" M)//T'" [(0(J\t1) are divisors of 2([n/2]2)

by the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence and by the fact that [(0 (IRpn-l) :=
1(° (lR.pn-l) /tr" [(O(pt) is the cyclic group Z/2(n/2Jz (see [KV], Lemma 4.5).

7.2. Absolute value and holomorphic determinants. For any invertible elliptic
operator A E Ell(_l), k E Z \ 0, its absolute value determinant is defined by

Idet IA = (detd A"A))1/2 . (7.8)

Here, A" is the adjoint to A operator with respect to a Hermitian structure on E and
to a positive smooth density on lvI. The square root on the right in (7.8) is positive.
(The determinant det((A'" A) of a positive self-adjoint operator A"A is the usual one,
i.e., it is taken with respect the spectral cut IR_.)
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Proposition 7.5. 1. Idet IA, (7.S)J is independent of a Hermitian strueture and 0/
a positive density.

2. Idet I(AB) = Idet IA . Idet jB for A, B E Ell~!i). Henee by multiplieativity we

ean extend Idet I to a ho'momorphism from EIlt_I) to IR.~.

S. The funetion (I det IA)2 on EIlt_I) ean be loeaUy presented as 1/(A)12 , where I
l:S h%morphie in A. .

The assertions 1. and 2. are consequences of Theorem 7.1 and of Lemma 7.4.
The assertion 3. is obtained by consideration of a holomorphic function (A, B) ~
det,(AB) for pairs (A, B) elose to (A, A·). By the multiplicativity property, Theo
rem 7.1, (7.4), this function possesses the property

det, (AIBd det, (A 2B2) = det, (A IB2)det, (A2Bd ,

i.e., the matrix (/A,B), fA,B := det((AB), has rank one. Hence locally IA,B =
/1(A)/2(B), where 11 and /2 are holomorphic. The restrietion of IA,B to the di
agonal {(A, A·)} is real-valued. Multiplying 11, /2 by appropriate positive constants '
we obtain the assertion 3..

Remark 7.1. The assertion of Proposition 7.5, 1., in the case of eIliptic differential
operators (of positive orders) was obtained in (Sch]. This result was one of the origins
of the present subsection.

Lemma 7.6. 1. For A E H we haue

2. For A E Aut E we haue Idet IA = 1 .

We use here Idet I defined by multiplicativity (Proposition 7.5, 2.) for operators
from EIl(_I)'

Remark 7.2. By this lemma and by Proposition 7.5 there is a Hermitian metric 11·ll det
with zero euruature on the line bundle Lover G(-I) associated with the C X -bundle

G(_I) over G(-I) such that

Idet IA = 11 ddA)1ldet .

Proposition 7.6. The holamorphie flat eonnection \7ldet I on L assoeiated with the
metrie 11·lldet eoineides with the eonneetion \7 defined be/are Proposition 7.4.
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One of possible proofs of this assertion follows from the invariance of the connec
tions \71det land \7 with respect to the natural action on L of the group Diff( M, E). 2

This group is introduced in the proof of Lemma 7.4. Namely, any bi-invariant Hat
connection \7 1 on the eX-bundle C(_I) ---+ C(_I) defines a homornorphism of Lie al-

p

gebras a (\7d : 9(-1) --+ C such that a (\7d Ic = Icl (where C 7 9(-1), (6.2), is the
. )

central Lie subalgebra), and vice versa.

Thus a (\7l det l) - a (\7) clefines a hornomorphism

b: 9(-1):::::: CS?_I) --+ C

This homomorphism vanishes on cs~~tl), n := dirn AI. Let us proof by induction

(in k) that there are 00 nonzero continuous linear functionals on C S(!1)/C5('~~:1)

invariant with respect to the natural action of Diff(iVI, E). The step of this induction
is the assertion that the space of invariant continuous linear functionals

( (
-k -(k+l)) * ) Diff(M,E)

CS(_l)/CS(_I) cont

IS zero.
The quotient space CS(_kl)/CS('_(::I) is naturally isomorphie to the space of IR. x_

homogeneous functions (with the values in End E) on T*M\A1 of order -k. The
space of continuous linear functionals on it is isomorphic via pairing by the noncom
mutative residue (, )res to the space of IR.~ homogeoeous generalized functions f of
order k - n such that f(x, -~) = (_l)k-n+1 j(x, ~). (Here, (_l)k-n+l = (_l)k as n
is odd.) Eut there is only one (up to a constant factor) Diff(M, E)-invariant gener
alized function with the values in End E on T* M\lVJ. It is the identity operator Id.
However, it corresponds to k = n and has no appropriate central refiection symme
try. Hence there are no nonzero Diff(l\1, E)-invariant continuous linear functionals

on C5(_I)/C5C-(~t1)· Thus b = 0 and \7 = \7ldetj.

Remark 7.3. Let LI be the pullback of L to the complex subgroup Aut E of elliptic
operators of zero order. Then LI is trivialized by the section d l and the norm of this
section with respect ta the pullback of 11·lldet is identically equal to 1 by Lemma 7.6.
Hence the monodromy of LI with respect to \7 is trivial by Proposition 7.6. This is
equivalent to the assertion of Lemma 7.5.

7.3. Trace type functional far odd class operators. For A E C Lf-I) de
fine TR(_I)(A) as the value at zero of the function (A,C(S) = TR(AC-"), where
C E Ell(~l)' k E Z+, is sufficiently dose to a positive definite self-adjoint one. The
correctness of the definition above is the content of the following lemma.

2 Another proof of Proposi tion i.6 is contained in [I<V] I Proposition 6.12 (p. 108 of the prepri nt) .
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Lemma 7.7. 1. (A,C (s) is holomorphie at s = O.
2. (A,e (0) is independent 0/ C.

The assertion 1. follows [rom the equalities

Res,;o ((A,C(S)) = 2
1
k res(A) = 0

o
(These equalities hold by Theorem 3.1 and by Lemma 7.3.) The assertion 2. is
a consequence of Theorem 3.1, (3.2), applied to a holomorphic at s = 0 family
(AC3/ordC - AB3/ordB) /s. Namely

~ ~ (log(8) a(C) log(8) a( B))
(~A,e(S) - ~A,B(S)) 1$=0 = a(A), ord C - ord B .

res

Here~ L(6) are admissible spectral cuts elose to IR._. The difference of the logarithms
in (7.9) belongs to CS?_I) by Proposition 7.2, (7.1). Thus (A,C(O) = CA,B(O).

Lemma 7.8. 1. Th e linear functi onal TR( -1) coincides with the usual trace Tr on

CL(~7tl). Hence it is equal to zero on ~(1) C CL(~~tl) .
2. The induced by TR(-I) linear functional on 9(-1) is equal to the splitting homo

morphism a(V'): 9(-1) -+ C defined in the proof of Proposition 7.6, see also (7.6).
3. For A, B E C Lr-l) we have

TR(_1)([A, B]) = 0 , (7.10)

i.e., TR(_I) is a trace type functional on CLr-l)'

The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.1, 1. (Le., from the equality TR = Tr
on trace class operators). The proof of the second assertion is the same as the proof
of Proposition 7.6. (In that proof we use only the invariance under the natural action
of Diff( Al, E).)

The trace property (7.10) in the case A, B E C L(_I) follows from the assertion 2.
as a(V') is a Lie algebra homomorphism. (We don't give here a proof for A or B of
positive orders and don't use in this text the property (7.10) for general A, B.)

For an operator C E OL(_I) we can define an entire function

(7.11)

(Here we use Lemma 7.2.) The determinant of exp C E Ell(_I) corresponding to this
zeta-function is equal to

det(_q(expC,C)-:= exp (-a3(~R(-1)(s)13=O)= exp (TR(_I) C). (7.12)

The last equality in (7.12) follows from Theorem 3.1, 3., applied to a holomorphic in
two variables family exp( -zC) . B-s where B E Ell(_I) is positive definite. Namely,
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by this theorem TR (exp( -zC)B-") is holomorphic in (s, z) for 0 < Isl < 1/2. Also
by this thorem and by Lemma 7.3, (7.3), there are no singularities at s = O. So

Remark 7.4. The foIlowing statement hölds . Let for A E EIl(~l)' k f. 0, its principal
symbol a2k(A) possess a spectral cut () (i.e., let the Agmon-Nirenberg condition hold
for A). Then for mEZ

Let A E EIlt_I) and let log a(A) =: x E CSr-l) exist. Then a canonical determinant
of A is defined by

(7.13)

where

do,(_l)(a(A),x):= d1(expX)exp (-TR(_1) X)
for any X E CL'_1) with a(X) = x. The proof of independence of do,(-I)(a(A), x) of
a choice of X (wi t h giyen x) uses the equali ty

d l (expX exp (-Xr)) = detFr (expX exp (-Xr))

for er(X) = er (Xr) = x, and the assertion for det(_l) analogous to (2.1), Lemma 2.l.
(See [KV], Lemma 6.12.)

Remark 7.5. 1. The projective microlocal Agmon-Nirenberg condition (Section 5.1)
is sufficient for the existence of log er( A) in CSr-I)'

2. An element do,(_l)(er(A),x) (in (7.13) can be defined by any homotopy dass of
paths in G( -1) from Id to a( A), namely, using the Hat connection \7 on the CX -bundle

G(-l) --+ G(-l).
p

Lemma 7.9. The determinant det(_1)(A, x) for an operator A E Ell(_l) dose to
positive definite ones and for x defined by a speetral cut R_ is equal to the determinant
det(A) introduced in (7.5) with the heip 0/ the multiplicative property (7.4).

This assertion follows from Lemma 7.8.
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8. OPEN PROBLEMS

1. To construct the determinant group G globally in terms of symbols (i.e., in
particular, without using analytic continuations and the Fredholm determinants).

This problem is not solved even for the connected component Ge of Id E G. Bv
Theorem 6.1 we know a description of the Lie al[ebra of Ge in terms of symbol~.
Thus we can reconstruct the universal cover G of Ge,

Ge ~ G/r ,
where r is a discrete subgroup of the center Z( G). We have some information about
r because Ge/Cx = SElIo is the eonnected component of Id of the group of elliptic
symbols. It is enough to have a description of the restrietions of the CX -central
extension Ge -+ Ge to one-parameter eompact subgroups Tq := exp(27ritq), where

p

q E CSO = go C g is a projeetor in symbols, q2 = q, and 0 :S t :::; 1.
These subgroups are generators of the fundamental group /Tl (Ge, Id). The preimage

Tq := p-l (Tq ) of Tq in Ge is a 3-dimensional abelian Lie group,

1 --t CX --t Tq -+ SI (= Tq ) --t 1 .
p

To describe this eentral extension, we choose an element ql of the Lie algebra Lie (fq) C

9of Tq , ql = q mod C. Then the nonzero complex number

exp (2/Tiqd =: c = c (qd E cx C Tq

defines Tq because of the identification

Tq ~ CX
X IR./(c, 1)· Z

To define such an element ql, it is enough to choose x E g = Slog with ord x = 1 and
set ql := fI;q. (See Proposition 6.1, 1., and the proof of Theorem 6.1.)

The number c (II;q) can be expressed in terms of a spectral invariant of a pair
(F, X) of a PDO-projector F with a(P) = q (such a projector always exists) and of
an element X E e[[ with a(){) = x. Namely

c(fI;q) = exp(-2/Tij(F,X)) , (8.1)

where f(F,X) = TR(Pexp(sX))!,,==o( mod Z). (Note that by the equality (8.1) the
element f(P, X) E C/Z is independent of choices of P and ..X'.) The equality (8.1) is
proved in [KV], Proposition 7.1. Hence f(P, )() is a function of q = a(P), x = a(X).
We call it the generalized spectra/ asymmetry. If exp X is self-adjoint and P is the or
thogonal projector to the linear subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of exp X with
positive eigenvalues, this invariant is simply expressed via the spectral asymmetry of
exp X, [APS}. However f(P, );) cannot be obtained as a value (taken modulo Z) of
an integral of a loeal in symbols a(P), a(X) expression. Thus the description of Ge
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in terms of symbols reduces to computation of the generalized spectral asymmetry
in terms of symbols (and without using of liftings to PDOs).

2. To generalize constructions and results of this paper to the case of elliptic com
plexes.

3. Ta campute the homomorphism (7.7) for odd-dimensional manifolds. (This is
the monodromy of the holomorphic determinant for ocid dass operators.)

Estimates of Proposition 7.4 for the torsion of Image (mon~) are probably not
the best possible. They were produced by bounding the orders for the elements in
J\"O(P"" NI)/rr"" [(O(Nf).

4. Ta investigate analytic properties of entire functions (~R{_l) (8) for C E C L(_1)
defined in (7.11).

Da these functians have representations in terms of Dirichlet series?
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